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ABSTRACT
The  identifiability  analysis  is  investigated  as  sampling  design  method  aimed  to  the  leakage
detection in looped water distribution networks. The preliminary ranking of the candidate nodes for
the  pressure  sensors  positioning  is  performed  by  running  several  hydraulic  simulations  and
calculating sensitivity functions. The reduced subset of nodes and their sensitivities are then used to
perform  the  identifiability  analysis  by  calculating  the  collinearity  index  which  provides  the
maximum number  of  sensors  and their  location  into  the  network.  The  index  selects  the  nodes
according to their sensitivities to several leakages scenarios, simulated in EPANET by changing
the  emitter  coefficient  of  the  leakages  function  both  with  a  One-At-Time  and  Monte  Carlo
approach. The collinearity index also identifies the subset of the pressure monitoring nodes with
the  lowest  correlation  (redundancy)  between  the  measurements.  The  method  is  applied  to  the
benchmark network Apulian.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Water preservation is one of the great challenges of modern cities in which the efficient use of the
resource is still difficult to achieve. Water utilities can contribute to water savings by means of an
efficient  water  losses  management.  Several  methodologies  and  technologies  are  available  to
improve the efficiency in term of leakages reduction. Numerous studies have been carried out to
improve the knowledge about leakages, by means of experimental [1] and numerical modelling [2],
as well as to detect and reduce them [3]. The detection methods usually require the definition of a
District  Metered  Area  (DMA) in  which  flow meters  and  pressure  sensors  allow to  verify  the
presence of leakages. Afterwards, different techniques are adopted to locate the leaks and then it is
possible to replace or repair the damaged pipes.

Due to the extension of the water distribution networks (WDNs), the detection step can take long
time during which some parts  of the system are put out of service.  As consequence,  the water
utilities deal with the complaining customers while they lose a great amount of water and spend
money.  Therefore,  model-based  techniques,  including WDNs hydraulic  modelling coupled with
several algorithms for leakages detection, can allow more effective and less costly  water losses
control strategies.

In this context, the paper investigates the application of the identifiability analysis for the pressure
sensor location in looped water distribution networks aiming to leakages  detection. The method
determines the nodes which can be candidates as monitoring points and it selects the more reliable
sensors combination by means of the  collinearity index. The study is applied to the  benchmark
network Apulian.
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1.1 Background

The optimal positioning of monitoring sensors, or simply sampling design, has been previously
addressed  with  respect  to  several  purposes  [4] such  as  monitoring  for  baseline  system
characteristics, detection of contamination events or leaks, compliance for maintenance of system
performance and calibration of network models.  Several  sampling design techniques have been
developed for model calibration  [4, 5], for contamination events  [6] and leakages detections  [7].
These  studies  demonstrated  that  the  sensors  location  is  crucial  to  provide  good  and  reliable
information for the specific purpose.

Farley et al. [7] proposed an approach aimed to place pressure loggers in the most leak-sensitive lo-
cations by means of an evaluation matrix for detecting new pipe bursts. The methodology was vali-
dated by using a real-size network in which leak flows have been generated by the hydrant open-
ings. The same authors  [8] later combined the Jacobian sensitivity matrix together with a genetic
search approach for the leakages localization. Zheng and Yuan [9] developed ad two-stage method
for which the sensor locations have been optimized to cover the maximum number of leakage
events. Namely, the leak-events are randomly generated by means of the Monte Carlo method and
simulated into a hydraulic solver. Simulation results are elaborated in an evaluation matrix popu-
lated with pressure changes at each node for each leak-event. With respect to Farley et al. [7] multi-
ple leakage nodes are simulated and they also introduced the pressure logger accuracy to convert
the evaluation matrix to a binary database. Such database is input to a competent genetic algorithm
to find the optimal sensor locations. Genetic algorithms have been also applied in Perez et al. [10].
Christodoulou et al. [11] proposed a greedy-search heuristic based on entropy theory for the sensors
placement such as acoustic, pressure, or flow sensors acting on pipe segments. In Steffelbauer et al.
[12] the sensor placement was solved through a non-binarized leak sensitivity matrix with a projec-
tion-based leak isolation approach. Moreover, the hydraulic model parameters uncertainty effects
on the measurements have been considered in the analysis. A differential evolution algorithm per-
formed the leakage localization. The results showed that the most sensitive nodes to the leakages
can also be to the demand fluctuations. Blesa et al.  [13] defined a robustness percentage index to
evaluate the sensor placement strategies based on the fault sensitivity matrix for different leak mag-
nitudes and operating scenarios (e.g. changes in demands). A clustering analysis reduced the num-
ber of the candidate sensors. A significative variation on the leak localization was observed when
the operating points changed. The sensitivity analysis features were also applied in Bort et al. [14]
which  compared  three  alternatives  for  sensors  positioning:  empirical  considerations,  sensitivity
analysis results and correlation analysis of the pressure measurements nodes. Casillas et al.  [15]
solved the optimal positioning of pressure sensors and leakages detection by means of the Leak Sig-
nature Space method coupled with genetic algorithms or particle swarm optimization techniques.
Leakages have been modelled as an extra demand in the hydraulic solver.
Hence, the sampling design studies applied to the leakages detection have been recently addressed
in literature and they reveal to be open to further developments. This paper can contribute to the
model-based methodologies for sensor positioning aimed to the water losses control strategies.

2 METHODS

Leakages  position can be deduced by measuring pressure  in  some points  (nodes)  of  the water
distribution  network  through  the  development  of  model-based  techniques  based  on  hydraulic
simulation  models.  The  effectiveness  of  such  procedure  relies  on  the  good  knowledge  of  the
network topology, of the water demand and the pipes roughness. Several methodologies have been
developed  to  provide  leakages  detection  and  hydraulic  model  calibration  at  the  same  time.
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Therefore, the pressure sensors positioning has a great importance to have reliable and robust model
responses, even if it depends on the specific analysis purpose.

Herein,  the  proposed  methodology  aims  to  select  the  pressure  monitoring  nodes  for  leakages
detection  by  coupling  the  water  distribution  network  hydraulic  simulation  model  with  the
identifiability analysis. The nodes selection is done among those which are more sensitive with
respect  to  different  leakages  positions  and  uncorrelated  from  each  other  to  avoid  redundant
information. To sake of simplicity, in this study, both the water demands and the pipes roughness
are assumed known. Then, only the parameters describing the leakages in the water distribution
network model are modified during the simulation runs.

2.1 The identifiability analysis
The identifiability analysis is a preliminary phase in the model analysis for parametric estimation.
For a given model structure and a defined configuration of the input and output data, it is possible to
find out the unknown model parameters in the ideal case for which model and output variables are
not affected by errors. The identifiability analysis generally deals with two problems: the model
structure selection  and the parameters  identification  [16].  Physically  based considerations  often
impose  the  model  structure.  In  several  applications,  such  as  in  large  environmental  simulation
models, the parameters identification is very important. In these cases, the parameter evaluation
cannot  be  univocally  determinate  starting  from  the  available  measured  data  [17],  rather  the
objective  becomes  finding  physically  reasonable  values  of  the  parameters  able  to  describe
adequately the model. In non-linear complex model, there are several reasonable values, then the
identifiability analysis finally aims to find out more information about these parameters. In Freni et
al.  [18] this approach was applied on an integrated urban drainage system model to evaluate the
number of parameters which can be reliably calibrated with few measurement data.  Clearly,  in
system  characterized  by  reduced  complexity,  the  analysis  of  sensitivity  functions  should  be
sufficient as identifiability criterion.

In this paper, the identifiability analysis is applied to evaluate the nodes where the pressures (output
variables) are more sensible to leakages (model input parameters) variation,  in order to arrange
pressure sensors for the leak detection. A water distribution network model can be described by a
general set of equation )(fy   where y is the vector of the n output variables and   the vector
of the  m independent model parameters. Sensitivity functions can be defined to have information
about the raw dependency of the output with model parameters (eq. 1) and to find the relative
impact of different parameters on the output variables of the model (eq. 2):
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where  j  is the variation range of the  jth parameter; ysi is the reference value of the output
variable yi; skj are the sensitivities of the n modelling outputs to the variation of the same parameter

j . The sensitivity functions can be allocated in the nxm matrices, respectively,  S and S
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entry in the sensitivity matrix considers the variations of pressures between the no-leak scenario and
the leak-scenarios.

The  identifiability  analysis  was  carried  out  through  the  collinearity  index  by  adapting  the
formulation  proposed in  Freni  et  al.  [18].  The analysis  starts  with  a  sensitivity  ranking of  the
pressure monitoring nodes by averaging the sensitivities of the modelling output yi to the variations
of the m parameters (eq. 3).
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In the present study, sensitivity indices have been calculated by means of both the One-At-Time
(OAT) and the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) runs. The OAT approach envisages the variation of
a  parameter  by  maintaining  constant  the  others,  then  the  local  impact  of  one  input  parameter
variations on the model outputs can be obtained. The Monte Carlo simulations are obtained by
varying randomly all model parameters, the global impact of one parameter variations on the model
outputs can be evaluated while other parameters change contemporarily.

The analysis of the sensitivity index js  allows to reduce the number of nodes to be investigated for
the  pressure  sensors  positioning.  The  nodes  with  sensitivity  lower  than  a  defined  threshold  is
considered non-identifiable. The choice of such threshold should be carefully done to avoid deleting
too many or too few nodes [19].

The identifiability analysis is performed on the remaining nodes by involving gradually a larger
number of these. First, only one node is chosen as candidate for sensor positioning according to the
sensitivity  ranking.  Then,  this  one  is  combined  with  any  other  in  the  network  model  and the
collinearity index is calculated as follows:
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The couple of nodes providing the lower value of collinearity index is considered identifiable. The
analysis continues by adding other nodes and selecting the one providing the lower increment in the
collinearity index until the increment is higher than a user-defined threshold or all nodes are added
to the subset.

Finally,  the analysis  provides the number and the list  of the pressure monitoring nodes for the
specific  water  distribution  network  model.  The  method  can  be  applied  by  running  single  or
extended period simulation (EPS). In this last case, the hourly sensitivity indices can be averaged
prior to evaluate the collinearity index.

2.2 The case study
The method presented above was tested on the benchmark Apulian network [20]. It is a small-sized
network  constituted  of  23  nodes  and  34  pipes.  The  network  is  fed  by  a  reservoir  with  fixed
hydraulic head, there are no tanks, valves or pumping stations.  The leakages are modeled as  new
nodes, placed halfway in the pipes except for the pipe connected to the reservoir. The leak-nodes
elevations are computed as average of the elevations of the pipe connecting nodes. Therefore, the
simulated leakage-nodes are 33. The network scheme is depicted in Figure 1.  The 24-hours EPSs
have been carried out by means of the EPANET 2.0 [21] Dynamic-Link Library in MATLAB [22]
and leakages have been modelled with the emitter function (eq. 5) which describes the relationship
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between the leakages flow rate qleak and the pressure P. Only the emitter coefficient α is varied while
the exponent β is set to 0.5.

 Pqleak  (5)

Different values of α are calculated through the eq. 5 for the OAT approach by fixing qleak as a rate
of the network inlet  flow and assuming the hydrostatic  pressure over  each node.  The resulting
emitter coefficients are reported in Table 1. The simulations, as mentioned above, were performed
by running a leakage, for each emitter node, one at time. The resulting OAT simulations have been
33 for each test. Whereas the Monte Carlo analysis was carried out by randomly varying  α in a
range between zero (no-leak) and a maximum value (equal to Test 3), 1000 simulations have been
performed. The eligible sensor locations are limited to the original network nodes. The maximum
number of sensors are identified according to the collinearity index values.

Figure 1. The Apulian network with emitter nodes (in yellow)

Table 1. The tested emitter coefficients for the OAT and MCS analysis 

Test 1 (OAT) Test 2 (OAT) Test 3 (OAT) Test 4 (MCS)
Emitter coefficient α (l/(s m0,5) 0.3295 0.4943 0.6590 0 ÷ 0.6590
Leakages maximum flow (l/s) 1.71 2.56 3.42 3.42

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The number of the eligible  pressure monitoring nodes is  reduced by selecting the mean of the
average sensitivity index s  as threshold. The resulting sensor locations (Nodes ID) are reported in
Table 2. Such subset is used to calculate the collinearity index by changing the number of sensors
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installed both for  the OAT and MCS analysis.  In Figure 2 the collinearity  index grows as the
number of sensors increases. The index value has a greater increment from four to five sensors. Test
2 and 3 show similar results  (for sake of clarity,  in Figure 2,  they are reported with the same
marker). Test 1 has some differences especially when more than five sensors are considered. Test 4
(MCS) provides values of the collinearity index greater than the previous ones. The obtained results
allow some considerations:

 as the collinearity index increases, also the correlation between measurements grows;
 the selection of four sensors for Apulian network is sufficient to guarantee the most sensitive

and less correlated points of measurements;
 the OAT analysis may be influenced by the selection of the parameter values, especially if

the derived leakages flow is very low respect to the user demand (Test 1);
 the MCS analysis  (Test 4) demonstrates that uncorrelated measurements are  not easy to

achieve in system characterized by high redundancy such as in the looped water networks.

The corresponding sensor monitoring points are reported in Table 3. The OAT tests (Test 1, 2 and
3) show the same selection except for the 4-sensors scenario in Test 1 where the node 16 is replaced
by the nearby node 15. The MCS analysis provides a different selection for the 3-sensors scenario
by preferring the node 16 to node 4, the former has a higher average sensitivity respect to the latter.
Test 2, 3 and 4 show the same solution in the case of 4-sensors scenario. These results, compared
with those presented in Bort et al. [14], which applied a correlation analysis, differ only for the node
13 in place of the nearby node 12.

Table 2. The sensor nodes ranking with respect to the average sensitivity s  for the OAT
simulations

Nodes ID 23 12 13 16 21 15 10
Average sensitivity s 1.415 1.401 1.307 1.288 1.272 1.241 1.232

Nodes ID 20 17 4 22 11 14 9
Average sensitivity s 1.132 1.051 1.038 1.014 1.010 0.998 0.970

Figure 2. The collinearity index values vs number of installed sensors
Table 3. Sensor placement using the identifiability analysis
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n° of installed sensors
Nodes ID

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4
2 12, 23 12, 23 12, 23 12, 23
3 4, 12, 23 4, 12, 23 4, 12, 23 12, 16, 23
4 4, 12, 15, 23 4, 12, 16, 23 4, 12, 16, 23 4, 12, 16, 23

4 CONCLUSIONS

The application of the identifiability analysis was investigated as sampling design method for the
pressure monitoring sensor positioning in looped water distribution networks. The main objective of
the analysis was the selection of the sensor location for leakages detection. The collinearity index
was applied to identify the subset of eligible points which are more sensitive to the leakages and
provide less correlated measurements. Test 2, 3 and 4 provided the same sensor combination in the
case  of  four  installed  sensors  which  can  be  considered  the  maximum number  for  the  Apulian
network.  The  comparison  with  the  literature  references  [14] has  been  encouraging.  The  MCS
analysis  has  been  most  reliable  respect  to  OAT,  it  considers  the  uncertainty  linked  to  both
magnitude and positioning of the leakages in the water distribution network. However, to apply the
identifiability analysis to a real system the uncertainty linked to the nodes demand as well as the
pipe roughness has to be considered. Future developments of this research will address these issues.
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